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Five hundred years of Hispanic/Latino presence in the

United States is proudly celebrated in Luis Alberto

Ambroggio's book This work is a

homage to our heritage, language and literature and

demonstrates, through historical and statistical facts, the

essential role our community plays in the construct of the

American identity. 

Luis Alberto fills the pages of this book with pride, as he

narrates our captivating history as well as the literary, artistic,

political and economic influence we currently have in the

United States. He also expresses the importance of the

Spanish language which has been learned, defended and

promoted by important historical figures, including Thomas

Jefferson himself. Yes, the founding father and creator of

the Declaration of Independence knew and promoted

Spanish! 

 is informative, motivating and

passionate, and seeks to elevate the hearts of Hispanic/Latino

readers with dignity and honor. As Luis Alberto puts it himself,

es un libro que busca "servir de estímulo, de testimonio, de

una invitación a conocer y promulgar nuestra presencia de 500

años, un grito de orgullo y esperanza". 
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We are tremendously excited and proud to announce the Latino Book Review 2020 issue.

This year's issue contains a broad range of poetry, fiction, nonfiction, visual arts, book

reviews, and scholarly work. The authors and artists in this magazine represent countries

including the U.S., Mexico, Puerto Rico, Colombia, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Argentina,

the UK and more. It also includes an amazing interview with the world renowned author

Isabel Allende. As we flip the page to a new decade, Latino Book Review hopes to continue

to give voice to our people and their stories--a testament to our resilience and

determination.
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